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Missile launch testing Trump
NORTH KOREA » Tough talk from US fails to curb
Pyongyang; ‘Era of strategic patience’ is over
By ANNE GEARAN
AND EMILY RAUHALA
WASHINGTON POST

BEIJING — North Korea’s
latest test launch of an intercontinental ballistic missile marks
a direct challenge to President
Donald Trump, whose tough
talk has yet to yield any change
in Pyongyang’s behavior as the
regime continues its efforts to

Unlikely
lobbying
force —
dentists

build a nuclear weapon capable
of striking the mainland United
States.
The missile — launched Tuesday in North Korea, late Monday in the United States — flew
higher and remained in the air
longer than previous attempts,
enough to reach all of Alaska,
experts said. They called it a
major milestone for North Korea’s weapons program.

This photo distributed by the
North Korean
government
shows what
was said to be
the launch of a
Hwasong-14 intercontinental
ballistic missile
on Tuesday.

The test comes just before
Trump will see key Asian leaders and Russian President Vladimir Putin later this week. North
Korea was already expected to
be a main subject for meetings
on the sidelines of the Group
of 20 economic summit, but the
test adds urgency to a widening
U.S. campaign aimed at further
isolating North Korea.
The day after the launch, the
U.S. Army and the South Korean military conducted a missile
TURN TO MISSILE » PAGE A2
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On alert for toxic algae

Republican lawmaker
puts ‘their power right
up there with the NRA’
By MARY JORDAN
WASHINGTON POST

AUGUSTA, Maine — Little in
politics has surprised Richard
Malaby as much as the power of
dentists.
For years, local dentists held
four Christmas parties at Malaby’s 19th-century country inn
in the picturesque town of Hancock.
But in 2014, Malaby, a Republican lawmaker in the Maine
state legislature, voted to create
a new type of dental provider to
perform basic services in poor
and rural areas.
The Maine Dental Association, which opposed the bill, was
furious. And the dentists took
their Christmas parties elsewhere, costing Malaby $6,000
that December and every Yuletide since.
Among the general public,
dentists tend to have a Norman
Rockwell appeal — solo practitioners who clean your teeth,
tell your kids to cut down on
the candy, and put their seal of
approval on a range of minty
toothpastes and mouthwashes. But lawmakers from Maine
to Alaska see a different side
of dentists and their lobby, the
American Dental Association,
describing a political force so
unified, so relentless and so
thoroughly woven into American communities that its clout
rivals that of the gun lobby.
“I put their power right up
there with the NRA,” Malaby
said. “Dentists do everything
they can to protect their interests — and they have money.”
As the cost of dental care rises beyond the reach of millions
TURN TO DENTISTS » PAGE A6
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John Thompson and his dog, Max, spend Monday at the Russian River in Monte Rio.

Dogs die after dip in Napa pond; Russian River appears safe — for now
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

H

appiness is a dog frolicking in the
water on a hot summer day.
But a sign posted along a fence
in Napa County warned of the worst
outcome of a day playing at the water’s
edge: A pair of German Shorthaired
Pointers died just one day after playing
near a pond in southern Napa County.
The sign prompted health officials to test
the water and, while still awaiting results,
urge people to keep pets away due to the
possible presence of potentially harmful
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“Right now the Russian River is looking
good,” Milman said.
Most algae is harmless. But blue-green
algae, also called cyanobacteria, can be
mixed in with other types of common
algae. It thrives in still, warm water with
high-nutrient conditions, often collecting
along shorelines and areas like boat ramps
and docks. Blue-green algae can produce
a harmful substance called Anatoxin-a, a
neurotoxin that, when ingested, can cause
painful symptoms, from abdominal pain
and nausea to diarrhea and dizziness. In
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blue-green algal blooms.
“I have run my dogs here for years
with no problems,” an anonymous writer
penned on the sign. “This warning is
so you and your pets do not have to go
through the ordeal I just experienced.”
Sonoma County health officials have for
two summer seasons kept close watch on
Russian River water quality after bluegreen algae was detected in the water
and blamed for the 2015 death of a golden
retriever named Posie.
The river appears healthy so far this
year, Sonoma County Health Officer Karen Milman said.
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hat America needs is a
big slice of downtown
Sonoma on the Fourth

of July.
Granted, it might not be the
complete answer for making a
more perfect union, residents
and visitors said Tuesday at
the town’s annual Independence Day parade. Even so, the
consensus was that Americans
still could benefit by standing
in the town’s Plaza and joining

a diverse celebration honoring
both a nation’s ideals and the
hometown folks.
Among parade participants
who drew applause Tuesday
were firefighters, schoolteachers, veterans, elected leaders
and hospital workers.
“These are the people that
make this community go,”
said John Gurney, a Sonoma
resident who has watched or
helped in the parade for over
two decades.
On the nation’s 241st celebration of the signing of the
Declaration of Independence,
attendees at two Sonoma County events were asked what is
going well in the U.S., and what
TURN TO FOURTH » PAGE A2
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From right, Carly Fedor waves to the floats in Sonoma’s Fourth of July on
the Plaza Parade with Lucy, 3, and Oliver Howell, 5, on Tuesday.

